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PERSONAL PROFILE
A self-motivated professional person, with an ability to work as part of a team to support all Management
Operations and the ability to adapt to any work related situation. Kevin has over 32 years’ experience with
the company, responsible for quantity surveying since arriving, and latterly all Commercial aspects as
Director. Kevin’s collaborative style and extensive experience of contract management brings great benefits
to the smooth running from contract signature to handover and release of Final Certificate.

EDUCATIONAL HISTORY
1983-1985

Newcastle College

ONC Civil Engineering

QUALIFICATIONS & TRAINING





CITB Health and Safety Touch Screen Test
CSCS - Construction Surveyor
Fire Safety
Safety Awareness

CAREER HISTORY
1983 – Present Thompson’s of Prudhoe
Started working for W & M Thompson (Earthworks) Ltd. almost straight from School. Spent the first couple
of years setting up a costing system, which was then hand written and still used to day, though it is now
fully computerised.
During this time I also gained experience on sites in all aspects of earthworks engineering and survey
measurement. The job continued to evolve and I added the production of valuations and measured claims
to customers, following through to payment.
In 1991 a computer based surveying system was introduced into the Company, which was to enable us to
produce more information for the customer in production of valuations and measured claims. I was
responsible for the correct use of this equipment until 1995 when I trained an assistant engineer in the use
of this equipment.
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We continued to expand as a Company and I became directly responsible not only for the production of
Earthworks measure and valuations but also for valuations and invoices to customers on the demolition
side of the business following the retirement of our then demolition manager in the early 1990’s.
I am now responsible for the operation of the CIS tax system operated within the Company, paying
subcontractors and making sure their claims are correct. I also deal with all aspects of our Public Liability
and Employers Liability Insurance policies. I am also responsible for the correct payment of Royalties due
from our quarrying operations at both our Bishop Middleham and Silvertop Quarries.

